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Three years after wrapping up their award-winning, best-selling Locke & Key saga, the
team that built Keyhouse returns to Lovecraft, Massachusetts with a new tale of terror
and suspense! An impossible birthday gift for two little girls unexpectedly throws open a
door to a monster on eight legs!

This deluxe hardcover edition contains Small World and adds a new interview with
Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodriguez, a bonus art gallery, and “From Script to Page,”
showing the process from Hill’s earliest hand-written draft to the final typed script
and onto Rodriguez’ art boards.

“Hill’s ongoing Locke & Key saga offers one of those rare concepts
that feels truly unique. Thanks to some strong characterization,
inventive blending of writing and art, and densely woven mystery,
Locke & Key is welcome breath of fresh air.”

— IGN

“ Locke & Key is easily in my Top Five series of all time. It is
something I consistently suggest to people looking for something
new to discover.”

— Comics The Gathering

“A few years ago, when I got back into reading comic books on
the regular, my peeps at the comic shop told me emphatically to
‘read Locke & Key and nothing else will matter.’”

— Forces of Geek
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